April 2020

CoVid-19 lockdown eased;
Assemblad back to full throttle
The fight against the “invisible enemy” is far from over and the number of infected people and victims
around the world is sadly still increasing. Italy, first in Europe, had suffered a sudden CoVid-19 outbreak
about 2 months ago that caused an overwhelming number of cases for the health system. And it has been
devastating: nearly 200,000 infected people and more than 26,600 deaths represent one of the highest
tolls in the world.
As an attempt to stop the spread of the virus, on March 9th, the government imposed the lockdown forcing
people to stay home and limiting the industry to stay open only to those who are essential for logistics and
food and medical supplies.
But now the situation has gotten better: the trend of infection is sensibly reducing and so is the hospital
occupation to the point that the government found safe to ease the lockdown, after 7 painful weeks, and
allow majority of the manufacturing industry to open back again.
Starting April 27th, Assemblad is back on full staff and full production capability; our partners and
customers can count on us for the supply of quality garage equipment at the production rate as it was
before.

The whole Assemblad staff want to express their sympathy to those who suffered
from the CoVid-19, having lost relatives and friends or having become seriously ill
or damaged in their life.
A heartful thank you to all who fight CoVid-19: doctors, nurses, civil protection
staff and volunteers whose restless endeavour saves lives.

2020 is the year of one of the most important
trade shows in the world

AUTOMECHANIKA, in Frankfurt, Germany,
September 8th to 12th
We are glad to invite you to visit us at our stand

Hall 8 stand L61

